EGG Duo
EGG Duo Digital Music System
EGG Duo dramatically improves on the original EGG while retaining the ethos and spirit
that made them so successful. New driver technology and improved acoustics combine with
the incredible levels of flexibility and connectivity of the original to create an emphatically
better loudspeaker.
This digital music system is perfect for delivering pristine sound in a wide range of situations. It
excels at delivering crystal clear sound for a home studio, or using Bluetooth and a smartphone
to stream from Spotify® or YouTube or TikTok, or as part of a home entertainment system for
watching Netflix or playing computer games.
All this ability combines with a fresh, grille-free design and five exciting colour choices to create
a high performance speaker that also looks great on Instagram.

KEF Difference
KEF’s near six decades of experience in acoustics, materials science and drive unit innovation
pay dividends with EGG Duo.
"The Uni-Q technology inspired by award-winning LSX is coupled with KEF’s Music Integrity
Engine™ to deliver improved bass performance, along with crystal clear vocals. Coupled
with KEF’s expertise in industrial design and craftsmanship, this ensures this compact speaker
delivers best-in-class performance.

Application
EGG Duo is incredible versatile, with extensive connectivity options allowing it to operate in
whatever way a listener requires. They can use their mobile to stream music from Spotify®
or videos from TikTok. They can use EGG Duo to help create their own YouTube content.
Their viewing pleasure will be improved with Netflix, while their gaming experience will be
more intense with their Nintendo Switch™. However they experience sound, EGG Duo
makes that experience better.

Design
EGG Duo makes a bold design statement. Removing the grille allows the Uni-Q driver to
perform to its maximum capabilities, and provides listeners the opportunity to enjoy KEF’s
class-leading industrial design. A new, cleaner baffle design is also a key part of the visual
aesthetic.
The five different colourways allow users individual expression, while the mixture of gloss
and matte surfaces have been carefully chosen to deliver on looks.

Features
• The Uni-Q technology inspired by the award-winning LSX
• Grille-free design with new baffle for enhanced acoustics
performance
• Music Integrity Engine™ for improved bass
• Five contemporary colours
• Bluetooth 4.0 with aptX® codec
• Mini USB Type B (up to 24bit/96kHz from computer)
• TOSLINK Optical (combo jack)
• 3.5mm AUX in
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Specifications
Model

EGG Duo

Design

Two-way bass reflex

Drive units

Uni-Q driver array:
HF: 19mm (0.75in.) aluminium dome
LF/MF: 115mm (4.5in.) magnesium/aluminium alloy cone

Maximum output (SPL)

95dB

Amplifier class

Twin Class D

Amplifier output power

50W

Wireless standard

Bluetooth 4.0 with aptX® codec

Analog input

3.5 mm AUX

Digital input

Mini USB Type B
Mini TOSLINK Optical (combo jack)

Resolution

Up to 24 bit

Sampling rate

Up to 96 kHz, depending on source resolution

Output

Subwoofer output

AC power input

100 - 240 VAC 50 / 60 Hz

Dimension (H x W x D)

274 x 136 x 172 mm (10.8 x 5.4 x 6.8 in.)

Weight

2.15 kg (4.74 lbs.) per speaker

Visit: www.kef.com for more about KEF and its products.
KEF reserves the right, in line with continuing research and development,
to amend or change specifications. E&OE.
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